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Abstract
Two new algorithms Jivejoin and Slamjoin are proposed for computing the join of two relations
using a join index The algorithms are duals Jivejoin rangepartitions input relation tupleids then
processes each partition while Slamjoin forms ordered runs of input relation tupleids and then merges
the results Each algorithm has features that make it preferable to the other depending on the context
in which it is being used Both algorithms make a single sequential pass through each input relation in
addition to one pass through the join index and two passes through a temporary le whose size is half
that of the join index Both algorithms perform this e	ciently even when the relations are much larger
than main memory as long as the number of blocks in main memory is of the order of the square root of
the number of blocks in the smaller relation By storing intermediate and nal join results in a vertically
partitioned fashion our algorithms need to manipulate less data in memory at a given time than other
algorithms Almost all the I
O of our algorithms is sequential thus minimizing the impact of seek
and rotational latency The algorithms are resistant to data skew and adaptive to memory uctuations
They can be extended to handle joins of multiple relations by using multidimensional partitioning while
still making only a single pass over each input relation They can also be extended to handle joins of
relations that do not satisfy the memory bound by recursively applying the algorithms We also show how
selection conditions can be incorporated into the algorithms Using a detailed cost model the algorithms
are analyzed and compared with competing algorithms For large input relations our algorithms perform
signicantly better than Valduriezs algorithm and hash join algorithms An experimental study is also
conducted to validate the analytical results and to demonstrate the performance characteristics of each
algorithm in practice
Categories and Subject Descriptors
 H Database Management
 Systems  query processing
Keywords
 Relational databases join query optimization decision support systems
  Introduction
A number of applications need to process huge amounts of information in a reasonable timeframe Examples
include commercial decisionsupport systems NASAs Earth Observing System with an estimated 	 terabyte of
data per day of information 		 and data mining applications with massive amounts of transaction information
	 Further as technology improves we expect that more applications will emerge to take advantage of
techniques for rapidly processing large volumes of data Thus we focus on relational
 
databases in which
relations are signicantly larger than main memory
The join operation of the relational database model is the fundamental operation that allows information
from dierent relations to be combined Joins are typically expensive operations Therefore it is critical to
implement joins in the most ecient way possible The term adhoc join is used to describe the process of
taking two relations and forming their join without the benet of any precomputed specialized data structures
 
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Our algorithms also apply for other database models including objectoriented databases
	
such as indexes A number of techniques have been developed to perform joins in this setting   	 	 	

Decision support systems are characterized by complex adhoc join queries over large data sets Relational
systems relying on conventional data structures and adhoc join methods fail to deliver the needed response
time for many such interactive queries One commonly used technique for speeding up join query processing
is the precomputation of some of the join information
In this paper we consider joins of relations for which there exists a precomputed access structure namely
a join index 	 A join index between two relations maintains pairs of identiers of tuples that would match
in case of a join The join index may be maintained by the database system and updated when tuples are
inserted and deleted in the underlying relations In situations where joins are taken often the cost of doing this
maintenance can be more than oset by the savings achieved in performing the join A number of commercial
decision support systems are rumored to be using join indexes 
In 	 Valduriez proposed and analyzed a join algorithm that uses the join index The most important
conclusion of that study was that under many circumstances having the join index allows one to compute
the join signicantly faster than the best adhoc methods such as Hybrid hashjoin 	 However when
one analyzes Valduriezs algorithm it becomes apparent that there is a signicant amount of repetitious IO
Blocks are accessed often for only a small fraction of their tuples The same block may be read multiple times
on dierent passes within the algorithm
We propose two algorithms that signicantly improve upon Valduriezs algorithm The algorithms are
called Jivejoin and Slamjoin The two algorithms are duals of one another and have very similar
performance Jivejoin rangepartitions the tupleids of the second input relation then processes each partition
separately Slamjoin forms sorted runs of tupleids from the second input relation then merges those runs
Each algorithm has features that make it preferable to the other depending on the context in which it is being
used
The crucial virtue of both algorithms is that they make just a single read pass through each input relation
under lenient memory requirements In contrast Valduriezs algorithm makes multiple passes through one
of the relations when for each input relation the total size of the participating records is larger than main
memory Other important features of our algorithms include

  Almost all of the IO performed is sequential
  A block of an input relation is read if and only if it contains a record that participates in the join
  The join index is read once
  A set of temporary les with total size half that of the join index is written and then read
  A single pass of each input relation can be guaranteed as long as main memory is at least
p
jJ j  jRj
blocks where jJ j is the number of blocks in the join index R is the smaller input relation and  jRj is
the number of blocks occupied by tuples from R that participate in the join
  Skew does not aect the performance
  Slamjoin can adapt to memory uctuations
  Recursive application of the algorithms is possible when the memory does not satisfy the bound given
above The additional cost is one pass through a fragment of one of the inputs
  An extension to join multiple relations is possible retaining the singlepass property of the inputs by
using multidimensional data structures
The key feature of the algorithms that enables such ecient performance is the use of a vertically partitioned
data structure for the join result We do not assume that the inputs are vertically partitioned Attributes
from the rst input relation are stored in a separate le from those of the second input relation using transposed
les  Attributes that are common are placed arbitrarily in one of the two vertical fragments There is a one
toone correspondence between records in each vertical partition
 The nth record in the rst vertical fragment
matches the nth record in the second We will argue that such a representation has a negligible performance
impact on processes that read the join result Jivejoin and Slamjoin write their output in two separate passes

one pass for the vertical fragment corresponding to the attributes from each relation The whole tuples do not
have to be composed in memory at the same time allowing us to better utilize mainmemory
Our main contributions include


  The proposal of two novel algorithms for joining relations using a join index
  The analytic performance analysis of the algorithms using a detailed cost model demonstrating their
ecient singlepass performance under lenient memory requirements
  Analytic comparisons of our algorithms with Valduriezs algorithm and with Hybrid hashjoin demon
strating signicant performance improvements when the input relations are larger than main memory
  An ecient implementation of the algorithms validating our cost model and demonstrating the relative
performance of various algorithms in practice
For the sake of brevity we focus on the presentation and analysis of Jivejoin and then outline the Slam
join algorithm This should not be interpreted as implying that Jivejoin is the preferred algorithm
 as we
shall see each algorithm is preferable under dierent circumstances
The structure of the paper is as follows In Section  we discuss our assumptions and present the vertically
partitioned data structure for the join result In Section  we present our Jivejoin algorithm which is then
analyzed in Section  In Section  Slamjoin is presented and compared with Jivejoin Section  gives a
comparison of our algorithms with Valduriezs algorithm and Hybrid hashjoin on a number of examples In
Section  actual implementation results are presented to validate the cost model and to demonstrate the
relative performance of each algorithm In Section  we extend our techniques to joins of more than two
relations Section  discusses various extensions of our algorithms In Section 	 we survey related work and
we conclude in Section 		
 Terminology and Assumptions




 In Section  where we consider joins of three or more relations








is simply the position of the
tuple within the relation eg 	     However our algorithms apply for any sequential physical addressing
scheme for which input relation records in one block have smaller tupleid values than the records in the next
block Tupleids are used in the join index and in the intermediate results of our join algorithms















according to the join condition We shall treat the join index as a relation and denote it by J  Following
	 we assume that the join index is physically ordered by one of the tupleid elds of its tuples without loss
of generality we assume J is ordered by the R
 
tupleid




are required in the join result The
extension of our analysis to cases where fewer attributes are required is straightforward
We do not assume that any indexes are available on the input relations We also do not assume that either
input relation is physically ordered by any attribute
Following 	 we assume that join indexes and temporary les are stored on separate disk devices from each
other and from the input relations so that we do not encounter unnecessary disk seeks between accesses The
input relations may reside on the same disk This kind of conguration is recommended by most commercial
vendors
  A Vertically Partitioned Data Structure for the Join Result
We use a vertically partitioned data structure known as a transposed le  to store the join result Attributes
from R
 
that are present in the join result are stored in a separate le denoted JR
 










Join attributes that are common to both relations are placed arbitrarily in one of the two vertical fragments
The rst entry in each of the les corresponds to the rst join result tuple the second entry to the second join
result tuple and so on There is no need for any additional stored tupleid or surrogate key Each vertical
fragment is in the same sequence This layout is summarized in Figure 	 The join result JR is shown on




 The input relation
R
 
has attributes Num and Name and R

has attributes Num Date and Time The total amount of space
occupied by the relation is the same


In Section  where we consider joins of three or more relations a join index will be a set of tuples of tupleids










1234 John Smith        12/31/64  21:54
3456 Fred Jones        10/02/66  12:01
9876 David Brown    01/20/71  05:15
1364 John Adams     11/30/64  07:17
7356 Mary Jones      10/22/56  01:01
9898 Alice Rogers    07/20/81  11:11
6566 Mark Black      12/11/54  03:33
6566 Mark Black      04/02/62  23:32



































 Physical Data Layout for the Join Result
The advantage of the partitioned representation is that we will be able to write each vertical partition
in a separate phase of the algorithm getting better utilization of main memory We claim that for the join
result there are few drawbacks to the partitioned approach The most likely destiny of the join result is
that it will be consumed sequentially by a subsequent process For sequential IO one could read a moderate
number of blocks from JR
 
followed by the corresponding blocks from JR

 This approach incurs insignicant
additional seek time or rotational delays compared with reading a traditionally represented joinresult See
Appendix B for an experimental verication of this claim We emphasize that only the join result and
intermediate results which do not receive online updates are vertically partitioned the input relations are
assumed to be stored in a standard fashion
 Jivejoin RangePartition then Process
In this section we present a new algorithm called JiveJoin

for performing joins using a join index The
algorithm matches records from R
 





tupleid according to the R

tupleid There are several partitions each corresponding to a range of R

tupleid values The R
 
record and its R

tupleid go to separate output les The R
 
record goes to an




tupleid goes to a temporary le that contains a
collection of R






component of the join result The algorithm consists of three steps


Jive is an acronym for Join Index with Voluminous relation Extensions

Step J
We choose y 	 R

tupleids as partitioning elements The partitioning elements determine y tupleid ranges
called partitions See Section  for a description of how the partitioning values are chosen
 the aim is to
evenly partition the R

tuples appearing in the join Each partition has in memory an associated output le
buer of length x blocks and an associated temporary le buer of length v blocks When full each of these
buers will ush its contents to a corresponding output le and temporary le on disk and then accept new
records
Step J
We scan J and R
 
sequentially in a fashion similar to a mergejoin on the R
 
tupleid Remember that J is
in R
 
tupleid order We examine a block of R
 
only if it has a tuple mentioned in the join index On each
match we rst identify the partition to which this tuple belongs based on the R

tupleid We perform two
operations

a The attributes of R
 




tupleid is written to the temporary le buer for the partition
When J is exhausted all le buers are ushed to disk and the memory for the le buers is deallocated
After nishing Step J we have generated half of the output namely JR
 
 The partitions of JR
 
are linked
together into a single le We have also generated a temporary le that is used in Step J below to generate
the other half of the output
Step J
For each partition of the temporary le in order we perform the following operations We read into
memory the whole partition and sort the R

tupleid column in memory into ascending order with duplicates
eliminated We also keep the original version of the temporary le We then retrieve tuples from R

in
order retrieving only blocks that contain a matching record according to our sorted version of the temporary
le
We keep sequentially reading records from R

until some record from R

has a higher tupleid than the
largest tupleid in the partition At that point we write the partitions portion of JR

as follows We look
at the original version of the temporary le for the partition and write the corresponding R

tuples in that
order to a partition of JR

 the joinresult output We could use binary search to locate the tuples in order
or alternatively store the R

tuples in a hash table by hashing on the tupleid
We then continue with the next partition and so on By the time we have nished with the nal partition
we have generated all of JR

 The partitions of JR

can be linked together into a single le With JR
 
generated in Step J we have the required join Note that in Steps J and J we make sure not to read a




if it is known not to contain a tuple participating in the join That way we will
get better performance if only a small proportion of each input relation participates in the join
Example  Consider the two relations Student and Course and their join result given below This
particular join is a natural join in which we match the course numbers in the two input tables The join
index appears on the right To enable the reader to keep track of various duplicate student tuples as they are

































































Relation Student Relation Course Join Result Join Index
For the purposes of exposition we assume that each input record occupies one disk block We also assume
that we have three partitions y   and that each buer can hold just one input record at a time We
choose partitioning values  and  for the tupleids of the matching Course tuples The three partitions will



































The left column of each partition is an output le corresponding to a portion of JR
 
 The right column is the
temporary le The output le and the temporary le grow as a result of buer ushes
In Step J of the algorithm for each partition we read in and sort the temporary le sequences keeping the
original temporary le read in the corresponding records from the Course relation and write the component
of the join result from the Course relation JR

 This process is summarized in the diagram below Each
partition is handled separately so that the process ts in memory
a id 
	 	 		 Green
  	 Yellow

b  id 
  	 Green
  	 White
  	 Evans
c  id
  	 Alberts
  	 Beige


















The middle column in this diagram contains the tupleids in sorted order without duplicates and the right
column contains the matching records from the Course relation that are read in The Course records are
written to the output in the order of the original temporary le sequence above Concatenating the various













































 The horizontal lines denote the boundaries between the
three rangepartitions The result is the same as that given initially except for the order of the tuples  
There are several important points to note about Example 	

  The algorithm reads only participating records Records for student Frick and instructor Red are not
read from disk saving IO
  Participating records are read just once even when they participate multiple times
  By using buering in the rst step the algorithm can operate while keeping only three full records from
either relation in memory at any one time together with some tupleids Both input relations are larger
than three records
  Only one pass over each input relation is made In contrast with main memory capable of holding just
three records plus some tupleids Valduriezs algorithm would make three passes through the Course
relation
 Analytic Performance Analysis
 A Detailed Join CostModel
A table of symbols is given in Table 	 A table of system constants with their value used in the analytic
comparisons is given in Table  The constants used follow 	  and correspond to the Fujitsu M disk
drive
Symbol Meaning
jRj Number of blocks in R
jjRjj Number of tuples in R
 R Width in bytes of a tuple in R
r Number of participating relations r is equal to  until Section 
w Width of the join attribute in bytes
t Size of a tupleid inmemory pointer or integer value in bytes
p Size of a disk pointer in bytes

i
Semijoin selectivity ie the proportion of the tuples in R
i
that participate in the join
Y k d n Function to estimate the number of block accesses needed to retrieve k tuples out of n
tuples stored in d blocks 
m Size of main memory in disk blocks
 Number of blocks in an input relation buer
N
S
Number of seeks in an algorithm
N
IO
Number of IO requests in an algorithm
N
X
Number of block transfers in an algorithm
Table 	
 Table of symbols
Haas Carey and Livny have proposed a detailed IO cost model in which seek time and rotational latency
are explicit 	 These authors reexamine a number of adhoc join methods using their cost model and
demonstrate that the ranking of join methods obtained by using a blocktransferonly cost model for IO may
change when the same algorithms are analyzed using their more detailed cost model In this paper we shall
use the detailed cost model from 	 to measure the cost of various join algorithms The total IO cost of a














In this paper we choose to ignore CPU cost and focus on the IO cost The main reason for this choice is
that CPU cost is signicantly smaller than the IO cost when the input relations are much bigger than main
memory Almost all of the CPUintensive work can be done while waiting for disk IO We do measure the
CPU cost for our experiments in Section  and verify that the CPU cost is much smaller than the IO cost

Symbol Value Meaning
b 	 Number of bytes in a disk block
c  Number of disk blocks in a cylinder
D 	 Size of a disk device in blocks
T
S
 Time for an average disk seek milliseconds
T
L
 Average rotational latency milliseconds
T
X
 Block transfer time milliseconds
Table 
 Table of system constants
We perform input buering on the input relations in order to reduce seek and rotational latency In most
cases our results are insensitive to the buer size for the input relations once the buer size exceeds a small
threshold about four blocks and so input relation buering does not have a major impact on our results If
the input buer size is  blocks then that is the minimal unit of information transfer from the input relations

we must read a block chunk if any of the constituent blocks contains a participating tuple

In our analytic
graphs we use a value of  equal to the cylinder size c ie  blocks
Some of our disk output is not fully sequential We shall allocate disk output buers and optimize their
size to get the best IO cost
In some stages of our algorithm records are accessed in order from a contiguously stored relation We can
approximate the total seek time for one pass through relation R as jRjD times the average seek cost where
D is the capacity in blocks of the disk unit We count three times

the average seek cost estimating that
the average seek cost is equal to one third of the time taken to move from one edge of the disk to the other
This rough approximation assumes that seek time can be accumulated in a linear fashion and that there are
no competing accesses to the disk device If there was contention on the disk device between cylinder accesses
then we would have to count one seek per cylinder since the seeks between cylinders would not necessarily be
small
We assume that inmemory sorting is done inplace using an algorithm such as quicksort 	
In this paper we do not address the cost of maintaining the join index Blakeley and Martin have
comprehensively analyzed the tradeo between join index maintenance cost and the join speedup 
  Memory Requirements for JiveJoin
We need Step J	 and Step J to t in main memory Ignoring insignicant terms the following inequality
must hold

yx v  m 	
Step J must also t in main memory The total size of the partitions of the temporary le is z blocks






j blocks assuming that all
of the attributes of R

are required in the join The sorted version of the temporary le can be discarded
incrementally and the memory reused as the R

records are read Thus we get




j  ym 
A subtle point in Equation  is the potential presence of skew This issue will be discussed further in Section 








Equation  species the minimum amount of memory necessary for Jivejoin to perform with a single pass over
the input relations This is a very reasonable condition stating that the number of blocks in main memory
should be at least of the order of the square root of both the number of participating blocks in the smaller
relation R

 and the number of blocks in the join index Note that R
 
 the larger relation may be arbitrarily
large

For sparse joins smaller input buers may be better than larger ones

One can show analytically that for linear seek times the time taken to traverse the whole disk is on average three times the
time taken to move from a random cylinder to another random cylinder on the disk

To get an idea of how lenient this constraint is in practice imagine we had 	 megabytes of main memory





by both relations Assuming that tuples in R

are much wider than a tupleid we would be able to apply
Jivejoin with a single pass through each input for R

of size up to 	 terabyte For larger relations Jivejoin
still applies but with higher cost see Section 	
In Section  we will show how to choose optimal values of x y and v and will justify the claim that R

should be the smaller relation
 Choosing the Partitioning Values
We now show how to choose the partitioning elements in Step J	 of Jivejoin A rst attempt might be to
partition the tupleids evenly Since the number of tuples in R

is known we could simply divide the tupleid
range into y equalsized partitions
This approach would work if the distribution of tuples in the join was uniform However for distributions
with signicant skew we may nd that some partitions contain many more participating tuples than others
For all partitions to t in main memory we would have to ensure that the largest partition together with
its portion of the temporary le ts in main memory in Step J We thus waste some memory for all other
partitions
Fortunately we can do better In fact we can perfectly partition the tasks of Step J to just t into
memory if we are prepared to perform a preprocessing step on the join index The join index provides us
with all the information we need about skew A preprocessing step can examine the join index and calculate
the partitioning elements that divide the tasks of Step J into equalsized chunks Each chunk may have a
dierent proportion of temporary le blocks to R

blocks depending on the degree to which tuples in the
given chunk appear repeatedly in the join result but the total number of blocks in each chunk is the same
Another alternative is for the system to maintain a set of partitioning values at the same time that it
maintains the join index In a lowupdate environment such as a decision support system such an approach
would be feasible
 Measuring the Cost






in order to measure the cost of Jivejoin We assume that
the y  	 partitioning values have already been chosen and do not need any signicant IO to read in Thus
there is no measured IO in Step J	
Let n
 
denote the number of blocks in the output le containing attributes from R
 






 jjJ jj  R
i




since they are read sequentially and they reside on dierent disks plus one seek for each buer ush The
number of buer ushes is zv  n
 







sequentially plus one seek each time one starts a new partition in the temporary le The number of partition
starts is y but since the partitions are ordered the total time spent seeking corresponds to a unidirectional










j z  zv  n
 
x










 plus zv IO
requests to write the temporary le We also have n
 
x requests to write JR
 
 The number of IO requests










 plus one new request each time one starts a partition in the
temporary le plus one request each time one starts a partition in JR

 The number of partition switches is
y Thus we obtain the formula
N
IO
















jj  zv  n
 
x
Unless the size of the join index is very small N
IO




j  zv  n
 
x






















 plus z IOs to read the temporary le Since the output result block
transfers are the same for every join algorithm we do not count them here Thus we obtain the formula
N
X


















In the event that all input relation blocks participate in the join we can simplify the equation above to
N
X





Now we are in a position to choose optimal values for x y and v Since we want to use as much memory
as is available we can interpret Equation 	 as stating that yx  v  m If one looks at the cost function
one can isolate the part that depends on x y and v as



















Some elementary calculus together with the constraints of Section  show that this expression is minimized
























j Finally since our algorithm will work best when x and v are large it is clear from
the formulas above that R






Usually this will happen when R

is the smaller relation
 Slamjoin Build Runs then Merge
We now present the Slamjoin


algorithm Initially both R
 
and the join index are read until all of memory
is used The join index is then sorted into ascending R

tupleid order The R
 
tuples are written to an output
le in the R

tupleid order and the sorted R

tupleids are written to a temporary le Once all of R
 
and
the join index has been processed in this way we compose the R

fragment of the output result All of the
temporary les are incrementally merged
 for each R

tupleid from a temporary le the matching R

record
is read and then written to an output le corresponding to that temporary le
Step S
As much of J and R
 
as will t in memory is read sequentially from secondary storage We read a block
from R
 
only if it contains a tuple whose tupleid is in J  When a tuple from R
 
is read into memory we
replace the corresponding R
 
tupleid in our inmemory copy of the join index with the memory address of
the tuple Tuples from R
 
are read at most once We continue until the parts of R
 
and J read use all of main
memory Let us call the inmemory fragment of the join index J  Up to this point Slamjoin and Valduriezs
algorithm coincide
J is sorted by the tupleid value from R

 Then records in J are processed one by one for each record the
R

tupleid is written sequentially and in sortedorder to a temporary le We make a second pass through
J  this time writing out the corresponding R
 
records again in R

tupleid order to an output le containing
a partition of JR
 

If more of J and R
 
remain then we repeat the procedures above until J and R
 
have been exhausted
Let the number of passes required be y At this point we have generated y horizontal partitions of JR
 
one
per pass and y sorted runs of R

tupleids in temporary les
Step S
For each of the y temporary les we allocate in memory a temporary le buer of length v blocks for reading
the R

tupleid values and an output le buer of length x blocks for writing the corresponding partition of
JR

 All of the temporary le buers are initially lled from the sorted runs in the corresponding temporary
les and relled whenever they are emptied
Additionally we maintain a priority queue consisting of the initial R

tupleids from each temporary le
together with an indicator of the partition that they came from The priority ordering is that smaller R

tupleids have higher priority than larger tupleids When a tupleid is removed from the priority queue it is
replaced by the same partitions nextsmallest tupleid which is itself then removed from the corresponding
temporary le buer The size of the priority queue is decremented by one once we reach the end of a
temporary le

Slam is an acronym for SkewLess and Adaptive to Memory
	
Step S
We proceed as follows until the priority queue of R

tupleids is empty We get the next R

tupleid and
partition indicator from the priority queue and read the corresponding record from R

unless we had read
that same record on the previous iteration That record is placed in the output le buer for the specied
partition The output le buer is ushed to disk when full
At this point we are done processing the R

relation and the y temporary les We ush all the output
buers corresponding to horizontal partitions of JR

and close all the relations
 Analysis of Slam Join
The reader has probably noticed that we have reused variables x v and y in our description of Slamjoin This
reuse is not accidental There is a strong dual relationship between the two algorithms Step J	 corresponds
to Step S Step J corresponds to Step S and Step J corresponds to Step S	
The duality extends to the performance analysis of Slamjoin The derived formulas for Slamjoin are
identical to those for Jivejoin using the common variables x y and v provided that the join inputs are









 As a result Slamjoin performs best when R
 
is the smaller relation
  Selection Conditions
Selection Conditions on Indexed or Join Attributes
Both Jivejoin and Slamjoin apply when one uses a subset of the join index rather than the full join index
Thus one could apply selection conditions to the input relations indexes which are much smaller than the
input relations themselves combine the lists of resulting tupleids using union for an or condition and
intersection for an and condition  and use the result to semijoin the join index 	 Jivejoin or Slam
join can then be applied to the input relations and the reduced join index Similarly if the join index also
included the join attribute value for easy maintenance then selections on the join attribute could be made
on the join index itself
Selection Conditions on Nonindexed Attributes
Consider a query that consists of a selection on a nonindexed attribute and a join In this case every
participating record in the relation being selected must be read in order to apply the selection condition
Slamjoin and Jivejoin perform in a complementary fashion Both algorithms are easily adapted to handle
selections on the rst input relation
 If an R
 
record is read that does not satisfy the selection conditions then
it is simply discarded along with the corresponding join index records
If there are selection conditions on nonindexed attributes in both relations then one of the relations R can
be scanned before performing the join to nd the tupleids of records satisfying the selection condition These
tupleids can be combined with the join index as in the indexed attribute case One can potentially optimize
this process by only checking records whose tupleids actually appear in the join index The overhead in this
case beyond the cost formula for Jivejoin or Slamjoin would be jRj sjjRjjtb block transfers where s is
the fraction of the records in R satisfying the selection condition
An improvement to the process mentioned above is to write a new relation consisting of the records found
to satisfy the selection condition together with a temporary le matching tupleids from the original relation
with tupleids in this new relation Attributes not needed for the query can be projected out The temporary
le and new relation are then read sequentially during the later Jivejoin or Slamjoin step If the selection
condition is very selective or if we only need a small number of attributes from the original relation then this
can be a substantial improvement Assuming that all attributes are required in the join result the overhead
now is
sjRj sjjRjjtb block transfers 
When the selectivity is suciently small this represents a small fraction of the overall join cost
		
 Comparing JiveJoin with SlamJoin
Despite having identical analytical cost formulas there are structural properties of each algorithm that make
each preferable in certain circumstances
Skew Handling As outlined in Section  Jivejoin needs to perform a preprocessing step in order to avoid
skew Slamjoin on the other hand does not require any such preprocessing Slamjoin maximally
utilizes memory in the initial phase Step S	 independent of the skew
Memory Adaptiveness Jivejoin partitions the input in such a way that the resulting partitions just t in
memory If the amount of available memory changes between the partitioning step Step J and the
processing of the partitions Step J then we face one of two problems Either a more memory is
available and so memory is underutilized in Step J or b there is not enough memory available to
t the partition into memory and so additional IO is required Slamjoin on the other hand does
not need to perform a static analysis of the amount of memory required In Step S	 Slamjoin reads
in as much information as ts in the currently available memory If the memory decreases then the
corresponding runs generated will be shorter If the memory increases then the corresponding runs will
be longer The performance of the nal merging step of Slamjoin is independent of the length of the
runs and depends only on the number of runs
Pipelining Neither Jivejoin nor Slamjoin can provide full pipelining of the join result to a subsequent
process because the two halves of the join result tuples are never actually in memory at the same time
Jivejoin can achieve partial pipelining though by pipelining the JR

output of Step J directly into
the subsequent process without writing it to disk That subsequent process can read the corresponding
JR
 
output from disk and construct the full tuples on the y Slamjoin cannot achieve such pipelining
because Step S writes to all partitions of JR

in parallel
Selection Conditions on Nonindexed Attributes In Section  we described how selection conditions
on nonindexed attributes can be applied As observed above Slamjoin prefers to process the smaller
relation rst while Jivejoin prefers to process the larger relation rst Thus if the selection condition
is on an attribute of the smaller relation one would prefer Slamjoin and one would choose Jivejoin for
a selection condition on the larger relation If there are selection conditions on nonindexed attributes in
both relations then one of the relations will need to be scanned before performing the join as described
in Section  In general one would prefer to scan the smaller relation Thus one would apply the
selection condition on the larger relation within Jivejoin as described above
Order of the join index Because of the duality Slamjoin prefers the join index to be ordered by the smaller
relations tupleids while Jivejoin prefers an ordering based on the larger relation If the join index
order is xed perhaps for maintenance reasons then the choice of algorithms is clear if one wants to
avoid the overhead of rst sorting a copy of the join index Conversely if one of the algorithms has been
identied as preferable for other reasons then the join index order could be chosen accordingly
 An Analytic Comparison of Algorithms
We now compare the analytic performance estimates of JiveJoin and SlamJoin against those of the join
index algorithm of Valduriez presented in Appendix A	 and the adhoc Hybrid hashjoin presented in
Appendix A We use the detailed cost model of 	 for the comparison A comparison with Hybrid hash
join may be considered unfair because Hybrid hash join does not have access to a join index Nevertheless
we include the comparison to illustrate how much better Jivejoin and Slamjoin perform given a join index
even for joins that are not particularly selective
Our comparisons will compare the IO time taken to do the join excluding the output block transfer cost
against the memory size for a variety of input relations The horizontal axis is the number of megabytes of
mainmemory available and the vertical axis is the number of seconds taken in IO time by each algorithm
Bear in mind that the performance gures refer to a disk with a 	 MBsec peak throughput Faster disks or
disk arrays would substantially reduce the time results For reference we shall also include the lowerbound







For some of the examples the sizes of the relations may be larger than the size 	 gigabyte of the reference
disk drive mentioned in Section 	 For these comparisons we shall assume that the data is spread over multiple
disk units While in principle it may be possible to parallelize the IO to multiple disk units we shall not do
so here
For Jivejoin and Slamjoin the number of disk blocks transferred is constant independent of the memory
size Thus we expect the performance curves to be relatively at increasing only when memory is scarce
when there are many seeks and small IO requests generated in processing the buers
For all of the examples except Example a and d below the Jivejoin and Slamjoin costs are
indistinguishable and so one curve may seem hidden by the other Jivejoin does better in Example 
because the rst relation R
 
is the larger of the two as discussed in Section  Slamjoin would have done





When comparing algorithms on examples that include selection conditions on nonindexed attributes we use
straightforward extensions of Valduriezs algorithm and Hybridhash join that check the selection condition on
each record as it is read and discard records that dont satisfy the condition Jivejoin and Slamjoin handle
selection conditions as described in Section  the cost overhead calculation uses Equation 
There are more interesting scenarios than we can present in this abstract We have selected a handful that





bytes so that there are  records per block in each relation








blocks so that the size of each input









tuples We assume t  w   bytes We consider
several scenarios









and jJ j  
 
blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in Figure  a JiveSlamjoin
perform close to optimal while Hybrid Hash join and Valduriezs algorithm perform signicantly worse









 and jJ j  
 
blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in Figure  b The gap
between the optimal performance and JiveSlamjoin is due to the relatively large size of the join index
and of the temporary le
















 and jJ j  

blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in
Figure  c The join index allows for a signicant improvement over a traditional ad hoc join As can
be seen both JiveSlamjoin and Valduriezs algorithm perform much better than Hybrid hash join for
reasonable memory sizes
d The join is a onetoone join as in part a except that a selection condition is applied to a nonindexed
attribute of R
 
 The selection condition selects just one record in every ten Both Valduriezs algorithm
and Hybrid hashjoin have improved compared with part a but JiveSlamjoin still wins for memories
smaller than  megabytes
e The join is a onetoone join as in part a except that selection conditions are applied to nonindexed




 The selection conditions each selects just one record in every ten Hybrid
hashjoin has improved compared with part d and is now competitive JiveSlamjoin is slightly more













































































































 Performance comparison for Example 	
	






























tuples We assume t   bytes and w   bytes We consider several scenarios





 In this case jjJ jj  jjR
 
jj and
jJ j  

blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in Figure  a Valduriezs algorithm
takes too long to appear in the graph JiveSlamjoin performs close to the optimal Hybrid hash join
just ts into the picture
b The join is a onetoone join with full participation of R

 but partial participation of R
 
 jjJ jj  jjR

jj
and jJ j  
 
blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in Figure  b Because of the
low selectivity in R
 
 Valduriezs algorithm does much better for this example than for part a but still
signicantly worse than JiveSlamjoin
















 and jJ j  

blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in
Figure  c Here Hybridhash join does not appear on the graph because it took too long Valduriezs
algorithm and JiveSlamjoin perform comparably and signicantly above the lower bound due to the
relatively large contribution of rotational latency




d The join is a onetomany join as in part a except that a selection condition is applied to a nonindexed
attribute of R
 
 The selection condition selects just one record in every ten We suppose that every record
in R

still participates in the result The performance of Hybrid hashjoin has improved dramatically
compared with part a
 its cost is now dominated by the initial pass through R
 
and hence is competitive
with that of Jivejoin The performance of Valduriezs algorithm has also improved but it is still not
competitive on the range of the graph
e The join is a onetomany join as in part a except that selection conditions are applied to nonindexed




 The selection conditions each select just one record in every ten The









































































































































































 Performance comparison for Example 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tuples We assume t  
bytes and w   bytes We consider two scenarios




 In this case jjJ jj  jjR
 
jj and
jJ j  

blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in Figure  a Observe that all of the
algorithms converge on the optimal time as memory approaches the size of the relations JiveSlamjoin
still outperform the other algorithms for small memories











jJ j  
 
  blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in Figure  b In this
scenario Hybrid hash join is the clear winner Note that Hybridhash join is not limited by the lower
bound since the lower bound also includes the cost to read the join index The reason for the observed
behavior is that JiveSlamjoin and Valduriezs algorithm all have a cost component that is proportional
to the size of the join index which in this case is signicantly larger than the input relations This is the
typical case in which JiveSlamjoin perform worse than other techniques However if the join index
is large then the join result must also be large
 For this example the output cost is over  hours and
would dominate the total cost
Also notice that seek and rotational latencies play a signicant role in the cost of Jivejoin for small
memories If the cost was measured simply in terms of blocks transferred the curve for JiveSlamjoin
would be at Thus it is important that we do not simply measure the number of block IOs we need
to measure seek and rotational latencies as well in order to get an accurate measure of each algorithms
performance  
Jivejoin and Slamjoin perform better than Valduriezs algorithm because they limit relation accesses to
single sequential scans of the input relations Valduriezs algorithm processes the input relations sequentially
but processes one of the relations multiple times In Example 	 a Valduriezs algorithm makes  passes
through R

for main memory of 	 megabytes and  passes through R

at  megabytes
When the join index and the participating tuples from one of the input relations t into memory Valduriezs
algorithm performs fastest since it does not write temporary les The dierence in performance is small as
illustrated by the performance graphs Nevertheless there is a sense in which Jivejoin and Slamjoin are
preferable even in this case Consider the graph of Figure a with the axes switched given in Figure  The
graph shows how much main memory is needed in order for each algorithm to perform in the time given on the
horizontal axis When the performance is required to be very close to the lower bound of about  seconds
all three algorithms need a substantial amount of memory to achieve that performance level However if one
could tolerate a performance that was slightly above the lower bound Jivejoin and Slamjoin use much less
memory For example with a 	 increase in time to 	 seconds Jivejoin and Slamjoin could achieve that
performance with less than  megabytes of main memory In contrast both Valduriezs algorithm and hybrid
































 Main memory usage comparison
The memory advantage of Jivejoin and Slamjoin illustrated above is important in two ways Firstly it
can bring the cost of the machine performing the joins down by requiring a smaller amount of expensive main
memory Secondly the machine performing the join may be performing a number of other tasks needing main
memory In particular the join computation may be a part of a larger query processing plan whose other
parts also consume some main memory By using less main memory for the join we free more main memory
for other query processing steps whose performance may depend heavily on the amount of available main
memory
Our algorithms have assumed the preexistence of a join index Nevertheless there are circumstances
under which the cost of building a join index is relatively small for example when there exist indexes for each
relation on the join attributes In these cases Jivejoin or Slamjoin can outperform adhoc join algorithms
even if the cost of building the join index is included
Our comparison has focused on large joins because it is in those cases that we obtain the largest speedup
However our algorithms are still competitive when the join index is very small compared to the input relations
as would result from a selective selection condition on an indexed attribute being used to reduce the join index
to a small set of pairs of tupleids In this case our algorithms take time proportional to the size of the reduced
join index irrespective of the size of the input relations
The fundamental conclusions to be drawn from these results are

a Jivejoin and Slamjoin perform better than their competitors in a wide range of settings When the
input relations are much larger than main memory the improvement can be orders of magnitude This
is the crucial range in which to evaluate the algorithms for use with large input relations such as in a
decision support system
b Jivejoin and Slamjoin consume substantially less memory than their competitors for the same level of
performance Main memory is expensive and we would like to get good performance with as little main
memory as possible
c Jivejoin and Slamjoin may perform worse than Hybridhash join in a situation in which the size of the
join index is particularly large However when the join index is large relative to the input relations
then the join result will be huge and writing the join result will dominate the join cost anyway
	 Experimental Validation and Performance Results
In this section we present the results of a performance study in which we implemented Jivejoin Slamjoin
Valduriezs algorithm and Hybridhash join Our purpose is to both validate the cost model used and to
demonstrate the relative performance of the various algorithms in practice
	
 Test Environment
The four algorithms are handcoded on top of PDQPS Parallel and Distributed Query Processing System
a research database system developed at Columbia University The underlying storage manager is a raw le
system similar to WiSS  which supports extentbased contiguous space allocation and bulk IO requests
Memory management is done using a homegrown buer manager which avoids copying data blocks whenever
possible Therefore our system eliminates most of the performance disadvantages discussed in  Similar to
	 a large chunk of memory is statically allocated for each algorithm execution at startup time Some of the
blocks are then used to input relations output temporary and join results store auxiliary and data blocks of
a hash table or other structures based on the memory management scheme specic to each algorithm
Our Hybrid hashjoin implementation is based on the description in 	 which has been demonstrated
to yield much higher performance than a vanilla implementation due to the enhanced memory and IO
management We implemented Valduriezs algorithm according to 	
Two joining relations are produced using the Wisconsin synthetic database generator  Each tuple
consists of a fourbyte integer as join attribute plus any remaining padding bytes as a combination of integer
and string attributes The join result tuple is a concatenation of two joining tuples projecting out one of the
join attributes The tupleid is a logical record number which will be mapped into a physical block number
and a record oset pair The join index is ordered on one of the joining relation tupleids All three input
relations are stored contiguously on disks as a sequence of KB blocks
All the experiments are performed on a dedicated MHz Sun Sparc 	 workstation running Solaris 
operating system congured with MByte of physical memory We use four identical Seagate ST		N
disk drives each having 	GByte unformatted capacity Each drive has an embedded fast SCSI controller
with a raw data rate of 	MBytes average seek time 		 ms average rotational latency  ms and block
transfer time KB  ms We allocate one disk to store two joining input relations one disk for the join
index and one disk to store the intermediate results and nal join output The system has sucient bus
bandwidth to access the three disks concurrently For simplicity our system does not overlap CPU and IO
processing an industrial strength system would do CPU work while waiting for IO The IO time of each
algorithm is measured by subtracting the CPU time sum of user time and system time from the total elapsed
time wall clock time Each experiment was run multiple times with only small variances observed among
the results
  Comparing Jive	Slam Join with Other Algorithms
For all the experiments we observed that the IO cost is consistently more than  of the total elapsed
time This validates our claim in Section 	 that the algorithms will be IO bound and justies our omission
of CPU time from the cost model The CPU cost ratio of Slamjoin Jivejoin and Valduriezs algorithm are
slightly higher than that for Hybridhash join but in all cases the CPU eort could easily be overlapped with
IO
Thus to validate our cost model we compare the measured IO time versus the predicted analytic IO
time for Slamjoin and Jivejoin Validating cost models for the other algorithms is beyond the scope of this
paper We also show the measured IO time for all four algorithms to demonstrate the relative performance
in practice
There are more interesting scenarios than we can present in this abstract We have selected a handful that
represent full and partial participation of onetoone onetomany and manytomany joins In each of these
examples we suppose that the R
 
tuple width is  bytes the R

tuple width is 	 bytes the join index tuple





join with full participation by both relations




jj  jjJ jj  	  jR
 
j   blocks or 	MB
jR

j  	 blocks or 	MB jJ j   blocks and jJRj  	 blocks The performance graph for this
scenario appears in Figures a




jj  	  jjJ jj    jjR
 
jj   
and jJ j   blocks and jJRj  	 blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in
Figure b
	
c The join is a onetomany join We choose jjR
 
jj    jR
 
j  	 blocks jjR

jj  jjJ jj  	 
jR

j  	 blocks jJ j   blocks jJRj  	 blocks The performance graph for this scenario
appears in Figure c









































































































































join with partial participation



















jj    and jJ j   blocks jJRj   blocks The
performance graph for this scenario appears in Figure a



















jj    and jJ j   blocks jJRj  	 blocks
The performance graph for this scenario appears in Figure b




 We choose jjR
 
jj   
jR
 
j  	 blocks jjR

jj  	  jR

j  	 blocks jjJ jj    jJ j   blocks jJRj  		
blocks The performance graph for this scenario appears in Figure c
































































































































 Performance comparison for Example 

 Assessment of the Results
The analytic and experimental results in Figure d f and Figure d f are close mostly within  of
each other We do not expect an exact match because disk drives are complex mechanisms whose behavior we
have only approximated In particular our cost model ignores track buering which may cause it to slightly
overestimate the cost Our cost model also assumes writes happen at the same speed as reads which is not
true in practice see Appendix B	 and which may cause it to slightly underestimate the cost Finally since
our experimental relations do not ll the disk it is possible that the cost model slightly overestimates the seek
time because the actual seeks are between tracks that are close to one another
Our results also indicate that the CPU time component of performance time is small Thus even if
CPU processing is not overlapped with IO our IO cost model still does a good job predicting the relative
performance of the algorithms in terms of total execution time
 Implementation Experience
We learned several lessons while implementing the various algorithms Some of these lessons have been learned
by others before us in dierent contexts
  Even with substantial tuning an implementation on top of a software layer such as the Unix le system
rather than a raw le system cannot come close to generating optimal disk throughput A preliminary
implementation of ours on top of the Unix le system gave correct relative performance curves but
absolute performance numbers that were four times slower than optimal
  Bulk IO is important Buering of all inputs and outputs needs to be considered carefully in order to
avoid unnecessary seek time and rotational latency
  Disks are complex devices For our disks writes are more expensive than reads by a nontrivial amount
Track caching takes place in a fashion that is hard to control and dicult to explain
  Developing a cost model and a realistic implementation together lead to more robust development
Our cost model allowed us to observe and correct performance bugs in the implementation while our
implementation also highlighted inaccuracies in the cost model which we were then able to improve

 Joins of More Than Two Relations
One sometimes needs to take the join of more than two relations Traditionally one would take a pair of
joining relations compute the join result and then use the result as the input for the next join needed One
could either store the intermediate join result or pipeline it into the subsequent join phase One chooses a join
order that minimizes the total cost
We can extend Jivejoin and Slamjoin to joins of more than two relations assuming that we are given
a joinindex having a tupleid column for every participating relation Starschema design as advocated for
decision support systems 	 is particularly wellsuited to the use of multiway join indices Multiway join
indices could be maintained by the system As outlined in Section  it can sometimes be more ecient to use
a joinindex based join method compared with adhoc join methods even when the cost of computing the
join index is included
The basic idea for our extension is to create a multidimensional set of partitions Under slightly more
stringent but still reasonable memory requirements the resulting algorithms still make only one pass through
each input relation
In this section we extend JiveJoin to the multirelation case A similar extension can be made to Slam
join We will derive memory constraints measure the analytic cost of the algorithm and compare the analytic
cost with that of competing algorithms

 MultiWay JiveJoin
Rather than partitioning just R

into disjoint ranges as done in the Jivejoin of two relations we partition
each of R

     R
r




disjoint ranges for i       r
Each tuple t

     t
r




   k
r
partitions This is illustrated in

B1 B2 B3 B4
B5 B6 B7 B8
B9 B10 B11 B12
B13 B14 B15 B16
B17 B18 B19 B20
R2 tuple−id range
R3 tuple−id range







 An example partitioning for r  





  and there are  partitions B
 
     B

 We call the union
of those partitions with the same range in the R
i
tupleid an isegment of the temporary le Each isegment
comprises yk
i




















segment The idea will be to partition the tuples in the join evenly among the isegments for each i It is
not necessary that each partition contain the same number of tuples The choice of ranges is made with the
even division of the tuples in the join index in mind As illustrated in Figure  the ranges do not necessarily
divide the whole tupleid range evenly since some tuples may participate more often in the join than others
The join result is stored in r vertical fragments one for each input relation using our partitioned data
structure The algorithm consists of three steps

Step M
For i       r we choose k
i
 	 tupleids as partitioning elements for R
i
 Each partition has in memory
an associated output le buer of length x blocks and r  	 associated temporary le buers each of length v
blocks
Step M
We scan J and R
 
sequentially as before On each match we rst identify the partition to which this tuple
belongs based on the R

     R
r
tupleids in the join index We perform two operations

a The attributes of R
 




     R
r
tupleids are each written to a corresponding temporary le buer for the partition
There is one temporary le for each of R

     R
r

When J is exhausted all le buers are ushed to disk and the memory for the le buers is deallocated
After nishing Step M we have generated part of the output namely JR
 
 The partitions of JR
 
are
linked together into a single le We have also generated several temporary les that are used in Step M
below to generate the other parts of the output namely JR





We perform the following steps for each i in f     rg
For each isegment in order of the temporary le we perform the following operations We read into
memory the whole isegment storing each partition in the isegment separately Additionally we copy all of
the tupleids from the partitions into one large array H  which we then sort into ascending order eliminating
duplicates We then retrieve tuples from R
i
in order retrieving only blocks that contain a matching record
according to our sorted array H 
We keep sequentially reading records from R
i
until some record from R
i
has a higher tupleid than the
largest tupleid in the isegment At that point we write the segments portion of JR
i
 For each of the
partitions among the yk
i
in the segment we proceed as follows
We look at the original version of the temporary le for the partition and write the corresponding R
i
tuples in that order to a partition of JR
i
 the joinresult output We could use binary search to locate the
tuples in order or alternatively store the tuples in a hash table by hashing on the tupleid We then continue
with the next partition and so on until we have completed the segment
By the time we have nished with the nal isegment we have generated all of JR
i
 The partitions of
JR
i
can be linked together into a single le With JR
 
generated in Step M and JR
i
     JR
r
generated in
Step M we have the required join
Remarks
We can ignore a relation completely if we know that it does not contribute to the joinresult For example
the attributes of a relation R
j
that are selected may all be join attributes that are also available from other





The denition of multiway Slamjoin is analogous to that of multiway Jivejoin We read in as much
of R
 
as ts into memory in the rst phase and sort those records in the order of the R
r
tupleids Each
inmemory chunk of R
 
is treated as a 	segment 	segments are not dened in terms of partitioning ranges
The relations R

     R
r  
are partitioned as described for multiway Jivejoin R
r
is processed by merging
all of the corresponding temporary les which are in R
r
tupleid order as in the twoway Slamjoin case
Jivejoin and Slamjoin are still duals







  Requirements for MultiWay JiveJoin
We need Step M	 and Step M to t in main memory The analog of Equation 	 is
yx r  	v  m 
Step M must also t in main memory The analog of Equation  is




































Equation  species the minimum amount of memory necessary for Jivejoin to be applicable This is often a
very reasonable condition If we assume that jJ jr  jR
i
j and that 
i
 	 so that all tuples participate in
















In other words the products of the fractions by which the input relations exceed memory should not itself
exceed a fraction of 	r of the number of blocks of memory So if R

     R
r
all had the same size then we
could handle relations of size m
r 
p
mr blocks With the parameter settings of Section 	 for a memory
of size 	MB this translates into the following values for the size of the participating equalsized relations
R

     R
r

r Size of R

     R
r









may be arbitrarily large Also note that if some relations R
i
are small or have a small number
of participating tuples then there is more leeway for the other relations to be large
	 What if the Input Relations are Too Big

Equation  species how big the memory must be given the sizes of the input relations If this condition is
violated what should we do!
One possible answer is that one can perform the rst two steps of Jivejoin but partitioning only on
R
 
     R
j
where j  r Step M can then be performed just for R
 
     R
j
 The relations R
j 
     R
r
must be handled separately For each of these relations we have from Step M the temporary le column
corresponding to the order in which the output tuples are to be generated The temporary le column has no
ordering properties since the partitioning was done only on R
 




This constraint can be weakened by allowing temporary le buers to contain fractions of a block If we then only partially
ll blocks we would need to allow for larger temporary les in our cost model

The join result column corresponding to R
j 




je passes through R
j 
 which
for realistic databases is at most two passes ie two reads and two writes This observation applies to
R
j
     R
r
as well Thus the incremental cost beyond that needed by Jivejoin when Equation  is satised
is a read and a write of each of R
j 
     R
r
 One should choose R
j 
     R
r
to be as small as possible in
total size subject to ensuring that R
 
     R
j
would satisfy a version of Equation  with j substituted for r

 Measuring the Cost






in order to measure the cost of our algorithm The analysis
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 Since our algorithm will work best when x and v are large it is clear from the
formulas above that R
 
should be the relation with the most participating blocks since R
 
is the only relation
not contributing to L Usually this will happen when R
 
is the largest relation

 Comparison With Other Algorithms
As far as we are aware there are no previously proposed algorithms to eciently handle the join of more than
two relations that are larger than main memory using a join index Valduriezs algorithm 	 does not seem
to be extendible to join indexes with more than two columns Thus we cannot compare the performance of
Jivejoin with other joinindex based algorithms for r  
For joins without a join index many join algorithms have been proposed with joins of multiple relations
being performed as a sequence of pairwise joins For comparison purposes one could consider a sequence
of pairwise joins each using a conventional algorithm such as Hybrid hash join 	 However there is some
diculty asociated with measuring the cost of such a join sequence because it is necessary to optimize the
order in which the component joins are performed 
The development of a joinordering framework for conventional joins is beyond the scope of this paper
Instead we simply highlight three reasons why we expect our multiway Jivejoin or Slamjoin to outper
form any ordering of conventional twoway joins when participating relations and intermediate results are
substantially larger than main memory
The rst point is that our algorithm requires just a single pass through each participating relation under
the memory conditions stated in Section  Singlepass behavior can sometimes be achieved by a sequence
of twoway joins such as when one of the participating relations is small and when all of the intermediate
joins involving this relation are also small However if several of the base relations and intermediate joins
are substantially larger than main memory then a single pass of each input relation will usually not suce
Examples of this behavior in the twoway case are given in Section  similar examples could be constructed
for r  
The second point is that our algorithm does not need to store full tuples as intermediate results Our
intermediate structures consist of just tupleids which are likely to be much smaller than tuples from the base
relations or intermediate joins Further the cost of our intermediate structures grows linearly with r the
number of relations being joined
In contrast sequences of large pairwise joins require the writing and reading of intermediate join tuples
Reading and writing intermediate join results to and from disk represents a signicant additional IO overhead
Further the total size of the intermediate join results can be nonlinear in r
The third point is that traditional multiway join algorithms need to represent tuples in intermediate results
that do not contribute to the nal result because they do not have matching records in subsequent relations




We outline below several extensions to Jivejoin and Slamjoin
 Multilevel Recursion
Both Jivejoin and Slamjoin can use standard multilevel recursion 	 when the inputs are larger than the
memory bound Equation  The term multilevel recursion refers to techniques that are applied in a
divideandconquer fashion
To apply multilevel partitioning for Jivejoin one creates many memorysized partitions and a small
number of large partitions in the rst phase Step J	 The large partitions are themselves subpartitioned
both the R
 
tuples and the R

tupleids are repartitioned into memorysized units Similar techniques can
be used for Slamjoin to merge multiple runs into a single run if too many runs were generated in the rst
phase
 
As a result both algorithms can manage with one pass over the larger relation and three passes
over the smaller relation two reading one writing when the smaller relation say R













For memory of size  blocks MB R

can be as big as  terabytes" In practice one would apply
multilevel partitioning before hitting the memory bound of Equation  in order to reduce the number of seeks
for small IO units
  Tapes
Jivejoin and Slamjoin are particularly wellsuited to joining inputs that are stored on tape The input
relations and the join index are accessed purely sequentially Assuming that sucient disk space was available
for the temporary les and the output result Jivejoin and Slamjoin would be good choices for performing
the join with a preexisting join index Our cost model would have to be modied to model the characteristics
of a tape drive
 Parallelism
Slamjoin and Jivejoin can be parallelized across multiple processors and multiple IO devices Suppose that
each relation is horizontally partitioned among a number of devices with the partitioning ranges chosen to
match the partitioning tupleid ranges chosen by Jivejoin or Slamjoin Then in the rst stage of Jivejoin
each horizontal partition could be processed independently with the corresponding horizontal partition of the
join index The result would be a set of horizontally partitioned temporary les The second step of Jivejoin
could also be parallelized The horizontal partitions of the second relation together with the corresponding
temporary les can be processed independently The communication overhead of such a scheme depends on
the data layout and machine architecture and is beyond the scope of this paper
In 	 a scheme is presented where the join index is vertically partitioned among a number of processors
each of which is responsible for one of the input relations
  Related Work
Valduriez rst proposed and analyzed an ecient algorithm based on join indexes 	 One very important
contribution of that work was to demonstrate that under many circumstances having the join index allows one
to compute the join signicantly faster than Hybrid hash join Slamjoin is similar to Valduriezs algorithm
in the initial phase A greedy approach is used to process as much of J and R
 
as possible during each
pass Unlike Valduriezs algorithm which reads R

multiple times during each pass and incurs repetitive IOs
Slamjoin processes R

in a lazy fashion ie only after R
 
is completed processed By adopting a vertically
partitioned data organization for join results Slamjoin can make just a single pass through R


An extension of the Jivejoin technique presented here to objectoriented databases is given in  In
that context there is no join index tupleidentiers from one relation are eectively embedded in the other
 

There are certain optimizations to this process that are beyond the scope of this paper

Related techniques for pointerbased joins have been presented in  Shekita and Carey consider pointer
based versions of standard join algorithms and demonstrate their relative performance Their pointer based
version of Hybrid hash join is sometimes an improvement of standard Hybrid hash join for large relations
However they still access the full tuples in the rst relation multiple times during an initial hashing phase
and a subsequent matching phase
The performance analysis work closest to ours is  Blakeley et al conducted a detailed simulation study
comparing the performance of Valduriezs algorithm materialized views and Hybridhash join in a centralized
environment That study includes the update cost of maintaining the join index and materialized view so
some of the results are not directly comparable to ours However conclusions drawn after excluding the update
cost are consistent with our results
Jivejoin and Slamjoin can be integrated into a query optimizer in the same way that any other join
algorithm can An example of the use of Jivejoin would be in the SQLmmp system  That system
manipulates tupleids rather than full tuples to minimize the number of times that full tuples are looked up
in processing a query The nal operation in the SQLmmp system is the computation of the full join given a
join index an operation they call MAKEREL In  it is implicitly assumed that the join result ts in memory
Jivejoin and Slamjoin solve the problem for cases in which the join result and input relations are much larger
than main memory
Join indices have been used in  to dene a graph between pages in two relations based on whether the
pages contain a pair of matching records This graph is then used to help in parallelizing the join Hierarchies
of join indices are used in  to speed up navigation in objectoriented databases Join indices have also been
used in spatial databases  
   Conclusions
We have presented two new algorithms called Jivejoin and Slamjoin for performing joins given a join index
We have derived detailed analytic cost formulas for the performance of our algorithms Each requires one pass
through each input relation one pass through the join index and two passes through temporary les whose
total size is half that of the join index We have experimentally veried the performance of our algorithms
and validated our cost model
We have shown how selection conditions can be incorporated into the algorithms We do not rely on
selection conditions to reduce the size of the required input data to the point that it ts into main memory
Thus unlike previous algorithms our algorithms allow the ecient solution of queries with only mildly selective
selection conditions
We have demonstrated that

  A single pass of each input relation can be guaranteed under lenient memory requirements
  For joins of large input relations the performance of Jivejoin and Slamjoin can be signicantly better
than both Valduriezs algorithm and Hybrid hashjoin
  Almost all of the IO performed is sequential
  Skew does not aect the performance and Slamjoin can adapt to memory uctuations
  Recursive application of the algorithms is possible when the relations are larger than the stated bound
  An extension to join multiple relations is possible retaining the singlepass property of the inputs
Both of our algorithms could be used in a conventional database system Jivejoin and Slamjoin can
under many circumstances deliver better performance for decision support systems than previously proposed
algorithms We describe the benets of using Jivejoin in the context of distributed query processing in 	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A Other Join Algorithms
A The Algorithm of Valduriez
In this section we describe the algorithm of Valduriez to compute joins using a join index We then derive
a detailed cost measurement for this algorithm using the formula of Section 	 Valduriez makes several
assumptions about the availability of indexes In our model where it is easy to compute the location of a
tuple given its tupleid we shall omit the index lookup step from Valduriezs algorithm
Step V
As much of J and R
 
as will t in memory is read in sequentially from secondary storage We read a block
from R
 
only if it contains a tuple whose tupleid is in J  Those tuples of R
 
that match a tuple in J are kept
in memory but the actual join is not computed at this stage When a tuple from R
 
is read into memory its
memory address is appended to the corresponding entries in the inmemory segment of the join index We
continue until the parts of R
 
and J read use all of main memory except for some auxiliary space set aside
for inmemory sorting Let us call the inmemory fragment of the join index J 

Step V
J is sorted by the tupleid value from R

 Then records in J are processed one by one for each record the
corresponding R

tupleid is located the matching record is retrieved the corresponding R
 
tuple is located
in memory and the resulting join tuple is written to the output le
Step V
If J and R
 




A Measuring the Cost






in order to measure the cost of Valduriezs algorithm Let
u denote the number of passes made in the algorithm ie the number of iterations of steps V	 and V We
can calculate u as







We can compute K the number of blocks of R

accessed in one pass as
























is dened in Section A	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are on the same disk and so we need a full seek for R
 
every pass We now compute the number
of seeks needed to process the blocks of R

 This is where the sorting phase of Step V helps Since access
is sequential the disk head will move monotonically from the start of the relation on disk to the end rather
than alternating between dierent parts of the disk We count the seek cost as the total seek cost for moving
from the start of the relation to the end The seek time coecient for the R

blocks is then u  ujR

jD
since we also need a seek to the beginning of R
















jj The number of accesses to R

is









are on the same disk Thus we obtain the formula
N
IO









Unless the size of the join index is very small N
IO
is jJ j  jR
 
j  u  jR

j











of block transfers in Step V is u K Thus we obtain the formula
N
X








jj  u K
When there is full participation by both relations when the number of passes is relatively small and when the
join index is small compared with R
 
 the expression for N
X







A Estimating the Number of Tuples Accessed in Multiple Passes




is such that tuples from R

participate multiple times with dierent R
 
tuples in the join In Step V of Valduriezs algorithm the tupleids of the R

tuples are sorted and then
accessed in order If there is only one pass then only one copy of each participating R

tuple is accessed
However if there are multiple passes then the same tuple may be accessed in more than one of the passes








This is not the estimate derived by Valduriez in 
 See Section A for an explanation of why this is a better estimate of
K than that given by Valduriez

of the number of tuples accessed in each pass where u is the number of passes This estimate makes the
implicit assumption that no tuple is accessed in more than one pass
In this section we analyze the situation more carefully and obtain a better estimate for the number of
tuple accesses in Valduriezs algorithm Let us assume that the multiplicity of tuples in R

is uniform ie
that all tuples in R

have the same multiplicity in the join This is actually a pessimistic assumption and
will give us a higher estimate than if we were to assume some skew We do need to make such an assumption









 ie the average multiplicity of tuples from R

in the join Then the expected
number of passes with a copy of a given R

tuple is Y g jjJ jj u If jjJ jj is large relative to g then Y g jjJ jj u







Thus a better estimate of the number of accesses to R





















 jjJ jj  	

 u   and
g   Then Valduriezs estimate would be  tuples per pass while the more accurate estimate would
give 		 tuples per pass This leads to a signicant dierence in the measured cost of the algorithm
Valduriezs estimate will always be an underestimate when tuples in R

appear more than once in the join
result
A  Hybrid Hash Join
Hybrid hash join is described in 	 and we do not describe it here The cost model below is a slight
modication of the one from 	 which doesnt take into account potential netuning optimizations such as
those proposed in 	 but does consider output buering As described previously we ignore input buering








































































One can use some elementary calculus to choose the optimal value of x to minimize the cost
B Physical IO Performance
B Disk Benchmarking
IO performance is highly dependent on the underlying disk drive technology disk controller scheduling and
caching mechanisms Therefore it is imperative to achieve a good understanding of the disk IO characteristics
when conducting performance studies
It has been recognized 	 	 that dierent choice of buer size per disk IO request can have a signicant
impact on the join performance especially when large data sets are accessed sequentially For instance 	
using an KB IO buer instead of a KB IO buer could reduce the execution time of sortmerge join by
almost a factor of 
We measured the cost of IO by changing the buer size used for each IO request and making many
repeated requests to the disk device Random IO cost is measured by inserting a random seek between
two consecutive IO requests The results are shown in Figure  Note that by amortizing the rotational

latency overhead across multiple blocks sequential bulk IOs signicantly increase the eective disk bandwidth
utilized However little improvement can be observed once the read buer size exceeds four blocks KB
which happens to be close to our inch disk track size
 
Sequential writes are more expensive than
sequential reads because sequential reads can take advantage of track buering for instance a factor of 
dierence was observed when KB is used as the buer size This readwrite performance disparity could
have an impact on the optimal memory management scheme of each algorithm The model of 	 does not
distinguish between read costs and write costs Random read and write have similar costs because random
reads even of multiple blocks do not benet from track caching
 the track cache is reset when the disk seeks
to a new track The large performance gap between sequential and random IO costs and between bulk IO






















 IO performance versus buer size
B  Reading a Vertically Partitioned Relation
Our algorithms are most ecient when the join result is stored seperately in two vertical fragments Compared
with reading a traditionally represented join result the overhead incurred when reading a vertically partitioned
join result for subsequent processing consists of any additional seek time and rotational latency when reading
from the two fragments and the CPU cost of combining two record streams into a single join result record
stream We stated in Section 	 that this overhead can be made insignicant by using moderately large input
buers for the two fragments
 
An experiment was run to substantiate this claim Three testing relations each consisting of 	 





width are 	 bytes and  bytes respectively The same total amount of buer space is allocated to read
the join result in either representations The following buer allocation strategy works better for the vertical
representation than other strategies
 allocate  blocks to read JR
 
 and allocate the remaining blocks as a
buer to read JR

 One representative performance graph is shown in Figure 	
First notice that the CPU cost for each representation is independent of how the input buers are allocated
and takes only a small percentage less than  of the total elapsed time The CPU overhead incurred by
merging is about  seconds Secondly notice that the cost of scanning JR stays the same once the buer space
exceeds  blocks This has also been demonstrated in Appendix B	 Thirdly notice that the IO overhead
incurred by merging is made negligible when the JR

buer space reaches  blocks Merging actually incurs
less IO time when the JR

buer space exceeds  blocks"
 
The corresponding elapsed time dierence is
insignicant especially when compared with the actual join cost about 	 seconds as in Figure d
 
We couldnt control the disk controller caching based on the standard SCSI specication So the eects of track caching and
prefetching are included in all of the performance measurements
 
A similar analysis to that presented here would also apply when there are more than two fragments as in Section 
 






















 Cost of reading a vertically partitioned relation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